Human resources for health: critical for effective universal health coverage

We propose an additional component of the social accountability of medical schools.

1. **What are the lessons learnt from the health related MDGs?**

The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are credited with catalyzing a greater focus on and mobilizing resources for certain development priorities. Health, with 3 of the 8 MDGs, is awarded a high-priority in the current framework. Many countries are recording significant progress in national aggregate results (although advances are uneven across and within countries). This is partly supported by the unprecedented growth in overseas development assistance to the health sector in the period 1990 – 2010. However, limitations in the MDG framework are also apparent. This includes a lack of attention to equity, a relative neglect of areas not explicitly belonging to any of the health-related MDGs, a perceived competition among different health priorities, and a sometimes narrowly selective focus of development assistance for health. Targets and indicators set for the health MDGs, moreover, focused exclusively on increasing coverage of certain priority health services and on improving health outcomes, but did not refer explicitly to the health system actions required to attain such objectives.

Since the early 2000s, it was evident that only by overcoming structural deficiencies of health systems would it be possible to achieve thematic priorities related to individual diseases or population subgroups. Human resources for health stood prominent among health system constraints, with robust evidence identifying an adequate health workforce as a precondition to deliver essential health services and improving health outcomes. The Joint Learning Initiative and the World Health Report (WHR) 2006 denounced systemic failures in planning, developing and managing adequate human resources for health, which determined unacceptable variations in their availability, distribution, capacity and performance, resulting in uneven quality and coverage of health services. A minimum density threshold of physicians, nurses and midwives (2.3/1,000), deemed to be generally necessary to achieve high coverage of selected essential health services, such as skilled birth attendance, was identified and proposed by WHO. Evidence collated for the WHR 2006 highlighted major differences within and across countries on their ability to employ and retain health workers against this minimum threshold, prompting concerns on health disparities, equality and equity.

2. **What is the priority health agenda for the 15 years after 2015?**

These concerns have contributed to the recent momentum for a renewed focus on Universal Health Coverage (UHC). In its simplest form, universal health coverage is a system in which everyone in a society can get the health-care services they need without incurring financial hardship. New evidence, policy options and advocacy in support of the realization of UHC have been the focus of the WHO World Health Report 2010, a special Lancet issue, and of global health events. In December 2012, a United Nations General Assembly Resolution was adopted on Global Health and Foreign Policy, adding further political energy for countries to adopt UHC. The resolution recognizes the need for an “adequate skilled, well-trained and motivated workforce”. Within a wider holistic approach to development, built on the pillars of inclusive economic development, environmental sustainability, peace and security, and
inclusive social development.\textsuperscript{17} UHC is therefore emerging as leading framework in the post-2015 development agenda.\textsuperscript{18} It offers the potential to be an umbrella for existing thematic priorities (such as those of the MDGs) and as a forward-looking objective to encapsulate the wider aspirations of governments and populations to attain universal (and therefore equitable) access to a wider range of health services.

The progressive realization of the right to health for all people and of UHC will entail a varying level of emphasis on different aspects depending on the specific needs of each country context: relevant actions may include reducing financial barriers to accessing care, or acting on the social determinants of health. In most countries, however, these actions will have to be accompanied by new investments and policy decisions focused on making the health system itself more equitable and functional.

Recent evidence has confirmed a shift in the global burden of disease from infectious diseases and maternal and child health conditions to non-communicable and chronic diseases (NCDs) which are typical of ageing populations.\textsuperscript{19} As health systems progressively try to broaden the services they provide to cover also NCDs and other priorities not explicitly mentioned by the MDG framework, new demands will be made on existing health workers to address these emerging needs; and population demands for more equitable access to care will have to be reflected in efforts at securing greater availability of health workers and coverage of the services they provide also in rural and other under-served areas.\textsuperscript{20}

Guaranteeing universal health coverage is a multi-faceted endeavor: approaching the issue through the health workforce lens, it is necessary to go beyond the mere numbers, since addressing gaps in equitable distribution, competency, quality, motivation, productivity and performance will be required to improve access to effective coverage (figure 1).

---

**Figure 1: Human resources for health and UHC** (adaptation from the Tanahashi framework on evaluating health systems\textsuperscript{21}).
The health workforce is a critical and integral element of health system strengthening and of universal health coverage, encompassing the multiple dimensions of availability, distribution, quality and performance. Addressing these challenges in the context of complex adaptive systems requires concerted action on several element of health sector and public policy at large, including effective intersectoral coordination and collaboration among HRH stakeholders. This is necessary to ensure that health workers operate within an enabling environment and receive the required support by the health system.

In order to adequately address the new needs stemming from the UHC objective, fundamental changes will have to be adopted by countries and by the global health community in relation to how health workers are trained, managed, supported, and to the understanding and role of the public sector in shaping health labour market forces. The international community can support these processes through a variety of means, for instance through frameworks for actions to address global challenges such as international migration, or by improving the harmonization and alignment of development assistance for health to ensure that external support truly contributes to sustain national efforts to develop and maintain an adequate health workforce.

Examples of relevant HRH actions which can contribute to UHC and which may be considered in the context of ongoing consultations on the post-2015 development agenda include (GHWA 2012, op. cit.) :

- Increase volumes and improved quality of HRH investments achieved, by both domestic and international sources;
- Uptake and implementation of HRH policy options of proven effectiveness in countries;
- Effective stewardship by the public sector of HRH labour markets;
- Strengthen HRH coordination mechanisms to facilitate policy dialogue, and to develop and implement costed HRH strategies and plans as an integral component of national health strategies;
- Ensure availability of credible evidence and strategic intelligence on HRH availability, distribution and flow.

3. What are the best indicators and targets for health?

The health workforce is not an end in itself, but the indispensable means to achieve improved health outcomes. Recognizing the importance of measurable targets and accountability mechanisms around them in stimulating action, the Global Health Workforce Alliance supports the inclusion of an HRH-specific benchmark in the Universal Health Coverage framework and the post-2015 development agenda. This would contribute to foster collaboration between countries and global partners, and to focus policy actions and investment decisions where they are most required.

However, existing health workforce benchmarks are focused on physicians, nurses and midwives, and were developed with the objective of attaining relatively high coverage of selected essential health services of relevance to the health MDGs. Today these appear no longer adequate: the original identification of a 4.3 million health worker shortfall in so-called crisis countries (WHO WHR 2006, op.cit.) was based on data dealing with immunization coverage and skilled birth attendance, and did not directly calculate needed HRH density with respect to a wider range of health needs in both crisis and non-crisis countries. Not only has this figure not been updated, but there has been little discussion of other factors affecting the composition and density of the health workforce. Taking forward this discourse and developing new HRH benchmarks should take into account:

1. population growth and demographic changes;
(2) the growing burden of chronic diseases (both non-communicable and infectious diseases with long-term treatment);
(3) the burgeoning of new health technologies which require adapting HRH skills and competencies;
(4) growing perspectives on the value of primary care, that relies much more on frontline health workers, and that is dependent on community system strengthening as well as local health system strengthening;
(5) increased emphasis on patient and community health literacy, patient empowerment, and the network of non-professional home care providers who largely go unsupported.

Therefore new targets are required that on the one hand better reflect a more diverse composition of the health workforce, and on the other hand represent more attainable and realistic objectives considering the financial constraints faced by low-income countries.

Beyond quantitative targets, it may be helpful also to explore needs in other dimensions, including geographic distribution, gender composition, minimum standards, competency frameworks and other aspects related to wider management practices. Recommendations on these other aspects should be developed adopting as guiding framework the broader objective of UHC, and the evolving nature of the relations among patients, communities and health systems.

With regards to skills mix, conventional approaches for graduating traditional cadres of professional health workers (physicians, nurses, midwives) that assume many years of education will not work in isolation. While these cadres are needed the number of students in pre-service education and subsequent employment is often insufficient to meet the present or immediate healthcare needs of billions in the developing world. A critical HRH aspect of the endeavor towards UHC therefore is the recognition of the, yet untapped, potential contribution of community-based and mid-level health workers. These cadres should be included alongside professional health workers in the planning, education, management, support, and monitoring of health systems, including the setting of benchmarks and targets at national and global level to track progress towards UHC and the health priorities of the post-2015 development agenda.

In relation to the development of health workforce targets required to attain UHC, focus should be on indicators that do not entail major additional financial investments, but which are based on available data bases. A new measurement framework should therefore be built on the strength of existing mechanisms, while at the same time addressing their limitations, prominent among which is the need to introduce an equity lens. It should on the one hand provide a standard indicator, to allow comparability across countries and enable global-level monitoring, but also allow flexibility in terms of a menu of other indicators for countries to monitor progress at national level. Among the possible candidates to track whether countries are succeeding in putting in place the required HRH actions and investment decisions to move towards UHC, three possible options are explored below:

a) The staff-related access deficit indicator (see box 1), which was developed estimating the gaps in access to health workers, identifying as a benchmark countries which have achieved UHC.

- Within a UHC conceptual framework, effective access is measured using a set of five indicators that are proxies for availability, affordability, quality and other key aspects relevant for accessing needed health care.
- Availability of services is measured using a specific indicator, the staff-related access deficit indicator, which provides information on the shortage of skilled health workforce, and is used as a proxy for the availability of health services. It is measured using the relative difference of the national density of health professionals in a given country and a benchmark. The benchmark,
turn, refers to median values of a group of countries that have succeeded in making health services widely accessible to the population, on the basis of available data of service coverage. This median value is just over 4 health workers per 1,000 population, and is above the minimum set for primary care delivery, which is 2.3 per 1,000.

- The staff access deficit indicator reflects the supply side of access availability – in this case the availability of human resources at a level that guarantees at least basic, but universal, effective access to everybody.

Box 1: HRH density-based access deficit indicator.

The concept behind this benchmark, developed by the International Labour Organization (ILO) and subsequently included by WHO in its World Health Report 2010 (op. cit.), retains the limitations of other density-related indicators. However it takes the discussion one step forward, as it is based on a broader set of health needs, and the corresponding HRH requirements, consistent with the UHC paradigm.

This would considerably change the discourse on minimum HRH requirements to ensure that everyone in a society can get the health-care services they need. 93 countries presently fall below the benchmark proposed in the access deficit model, confirming that attention to HRH should be more imperative than ever before, and will require global collaboration to identify solutions.

b) A second option is to adopt the reporting mechanisms of the WHO Code of Practice on International Recruitment of Health Personnel. This framework has already been formally adopted by WHO member states, even though its focus is somewhat narrower and relates chiefly to tracking and managing health workers' migration flows and the policy and governance actions taken by countries in support of that objective. The first progress report is due to the World Health Assembly in May 2013 and will provide an opportunity to reflect on the availability and completeness of the underlying country data that is available to disaggregate migration dynamics.

c) Significant attention has recently been given to access to frontline health workers, in light of their essential role in provision of primary care services to address needs of underserved populations. In this context a possible option to monitor progress in HRH development could be to track availability of frontline health workers in rural areas (with an assumption that if a health system serves adequately the population in rural areas, then urban residents are likely to have equal or greater coverage). This option would require a universally accepted definition of frontline health workers, but may have the advantage of introducing a strong equity focus in monitoring health system efforts towards the attainment of UHC.

To evaluate these and other possible options, Global Health Workforce Alliance, in collaboration with WHO, will convene an inclusive consultation process in the first half of 2013. The consultation will result in technical recommendations on the available and preferred approaches to measure equitable and effective access to health workers. This will feed into the continuing discourse on UHC and the post-2015 development agenda.
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